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Fashion Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Where did the fashion industry develop first?

Europe and America

China

Russia

2. How many levels does the fashion industry have?

6

4

3
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3. Which factors influence the fashion trends?

Cinema, celebrities, climate, creative explorations, political, economical, social and technological

Сinema, celebrities, political, economical, social and technological

Сinema, celebrities, climate, creative explorations, social and technological.

4. Who was the first fashionable icon of the early 1960s?

Jacqueline Kennedy

Edie Sedgwick

Mary Quant

5. Which wearable technology has become an important trend in fashion?

Clothing constructed with solar panels and 3D printing technology

Internet technology (online retailers and social media platform)

Enhance wearer comfort by changing color and Machine vision technology

6. Where do manufacturers extract resources from?

Landfills

Nature

Earth

7. How public relations are involved in fashion?

Positive images of the company

Social media

Reaching out to media and initiating messages

8. In which region, production, and use of traditional textiles have been transformed as the production?

Western Indonesia

Indonesia

Eastern Indonesia

9. Who runs the Genevieve Tax, criticizing the fashion industry?
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New York City

Fashion magazines (Vogue)

The New Islander

10. What is the dominant source of fashion news and forecasts in encouraging fashion brands?

WGSN

Textile and clothing industries

Independent design companies.
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Fashion Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Where did the fashion industry develop first?
  Europe and America
  2. How many levels does the fashion industry have?
  4
  3. Which factors influence the fashion trends?
  Cinema, celebrities, climate, creative explorations, political, economical, social and technological
  4. Who was the first fashionable icon of the early 1960s?
  Jacqueline Kennedy
  5. Which wearable technology has become an important trend in fashion?
  Clothing constructed with solar panels and 3D printing technology
  6. Where do manufacturers extract resources from?
  Earth
  7. How public relations are involved in fashion?
  Reaching out to media and initiating messages
  8. In which region, production, and use of traditional textiles have been transformed as the
production?
  Eastern Indonesia
  9. Who runs the Genevieve Tax, criticizing the fashion industry?
  The New Islander
  10. What is the dominant source of fashion news and forecasts in encouraging fashion brands?
  WGSN
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